Tom Dolen comment on 10-`17-2014
Vouchers don’t work.
What does work? When I read one of the two books you
mention it seems that most everything is in dispute.
When I review the blog posts at http://dianeravitch.net
the author of one of the books (+7,000 posts a year) the
education sector is clearly in heavy dispute and in real
need of a first things first focus. If the public education
sector had a GOAL that could be simplified to what is
understood on the street because of common sense we
could get started on first things first right the first time for
continuous improvement that would generate the
innovation and savings to pay for the changes.
I suggest we all read the GOAL by Eli Goldratt thinking
public education systems rather than production systems.
Education systems and production systems are both about
processing dependent events through bottleneck and nonbottleneck capacities with throughput goals, cost limits,
and in-process to finishing risks. It will be clear in the
reality tree that reading readiness is a major first
constraint. It is a first things first cause effect cause
change that must be made locally by the community and
the school district.
In that light we can include the lack of reading readiness
starting in kindergarten in your first paragraph of
significant negative effects and indentify this as a first
things first public education bottleneck and garner 90%
agreement that the school districts or families have to do
much more much earlier and maybe finish earlier on a one
size fits one platform. Doing first things first right the first
time is about not being behind at age 3, 6, 9, or 12. It is
silly to look at the research and not see the reading
readiness cause effect cause at age 3 when many of the
others are being mentioned. It is really silly to not get this
fixed for our kids because the school and health systems
are already funded and could get it done with a cash flow
payback.

